
PoliSci 101: Intro to IR Bargaining Range

1 Bargaining Model of War Intuition

• Assumptions

– States are rational meaning they try to maximize their expected payo↵s.

– Fighting a war is costly due to physical, financial, and human costs.

• States will prefer any peace deal that gives them at least as much as they would get from

fighting for it.

– If expected payo↵ of fighting > expected payo↵ of peace deal ! WAR

– If expected payo↵ of fighting  expected payo↵ of peace deal ! PEACE

• The formula to calculate the expected payo↵ fighting for a state is:

[(Probability of Winning)⇥(Payo↵ if Win)+(Probability of Losing)⇥(Payo↵ if Lose)]�cost of fighting

(1.1)

2 Example

2.1 Step 1. Identify Key Information.

• Two players, A and B, can split $100.

• If they fight, winner takes all aka payo↵ if win = 100

• If they fight, state A pays $ 20 in medical bills aka cost of fighting for A = 20 and state B

pays 30 in medical bills aka cost of fighting for B = 30

• Players have equal chance of winning aka pr(win) = .5

2.2 Step 2. Draw the Game.

What does this look like visually?

p = (Probability of Winning)⇥ (Payo↵ if Win) + (Probability of Losing)⇥ (Payo↵ if Lose)

c = cost of fighting

B’s value for war minus costs

0 1

p+ cAp� cB

A’s value for war minus costs

0 1

p+ cAp� cB
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2.3 Step 3. Solve the Game.

What is the expected payo↵ of fighting for state A?

[(Probability of A Winning)⇥(Payo↵ if A Wins )+(Probability of A Losing)⇥(Payo↵ if A Lose)]�
cost of fighting for A

[0.5⇥ 100 + 0.5⇥ 0]� 20 = 30

Answer A will prefer any deal that gives her at least $30.

What is the expected payo↵ of fighting for state B?

[(Probability of B Winning)⇥(Payo↵ if B Wins )+(Probability of BLosing)⇥(Payo↵ if B Lose)]�
cost of fighting for B

[0.5⇥ 100 + 0.5⇥ 0]� 30 = 20

Answer B will prefer any deal that gives her at least $20.

In this case p is symmetric for both sides - it’s $50. Note from step 1 that we also know cB = 30

and cA = 20.

B’s value for war minus costs

0 100

p+ cAp� cB

A’s value for war minus costs

0 100

50 + 2050� 30
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0 100

7020
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Answer The bargaining range here then is [$20, $70]. Substantively, this means that both A

and B would both be better o↵ (or reach a more Pareto e�cient outcome) if they could divide the

money within this range than if they both elected to go to war in order to try to take it all.
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